
A Vehicle for Everyone

The Concept V1 platform is attempting to create a new dimension in transportation freedom for those with impaired mobility, 
wheelchair bound travelers, the elderly and passengers travelling with strollers, prams or heavy items. An automated wheelchair 
ramp deployed from both sides of the vehicle, together with wide doors opening at 90 degrees allows easy access, while a low 
unobstructed floor facilitates interior freedom of movement and harbors a wheelchair restraint system.

An Iconic Design that Elegantly Fits within the Heritage of London
With its unique and exciting styling, Concept V1 is designed to elegantly fit within the heritage of London. An iconic panoramic 
glass roof allows travelers to stay in contact with their environment, providing the opportunity to enjoy the surrounding cityscape. 
The enhanced visibility will also serve to expand already generously conceived interior space. 



The Concept V1 is designed to “accommodate” a state-
of-the-art electric power pack to achieve zero emission as 
well as an affordable onboard quick-charge unit allowing 
the use of the AC Power supply network for convenient 
recharging. 

The Concept V1 aims to become an integrated part of a citizen’s daily life. It is predisposed to be equipped with GPS and 
internet connections providing for business owners and passengers various needs including entertainment systems, payment 
options, location-based maps and navigation systems. The unique “infotainment” system provides plug-in charging outlets 
and keeps passengers connected throughout their commute.

Concept V1 has been designed to be exceptionally durable against the wear and tear of rugged streets and rough 
surroundings. Specifically crafted body panels can be effortlessly quickly and economically replaced in case of damage, 
reducing out-of-work repair time and associated costs. The pre-painted removable plastic body panels allow rapid repairs 
and the elimination of extensive paint provides an environmentally friendly application. 

In the Taxi version, the whole front partitioned compartment of the interior of the vehicle, is dedicated to meet the 
varied needs of drivers during long shift hours. It acts as a modern, efficient, comfortable workstation with state-of-the-
art gadgets, storage compartments, and a wide working space. As standard equipment, the coach-type, self-suspended, 
fully adjustable driver seat provides ample support and comfort.

With an unconventionally large interior, it will comfortably 
seat three passengers in the back seat and two in backward 
facing jump seats (in the platforms Taxi configuration), 
still allowing plenty of room for a wheelchair, with one 
of the jump seats folded. Concept V1, even when carrying 
five passengers, will manage to offer significant legroom, 
setting a new standard for passenger comfort.   

Environmentally Friendly

Advanced Infotainment System

Generous Seating Space

Driver Specific Working Environment  

Low Cost of Ownership
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